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A few months ago fears over the demise of global 
trade seemed justi�ed, especially given the rise of 
populism in developed countries that have spurred 
nationalist policymaking. However there are reasons 
to believe the outlook may not be as negative as it 
�rst appeared. Global trade is strengthening in 2017 
along with improving global macroeconomic condi-
tions. In the U.S., despite heated campaign rhetoric, 
the Trump Administration has the potential to make 
trade deals that satisfy domestic constituents while 
avoiding debilitating global trade con�icts. Negotia-
tions with Mexico, Canada, China and other leading 
U.S. trading partners will be crucial and are being 
carefully watched for signs of cooperation. Goods 
trade has received the bulk of attention, but services 
trade has continued to grow robustly in recent years.  
Of particular note is that while the U.S. considers its 
options, the rest of the world, particularly emerging 
countries, continue to forge new trade agreements. 

Slower trade growth in the past �ve years has been 
due both to cyclical as well as structural factors, punc-
tuated by a 1.4% expansion in 2016 that was the slow-
est in decades. But cyclically, trade began to turn 
around in late 2016, and the expectation is for global 
export volumes to expand by a four-year high of 3.4% 
in 2017. Key leading indicators for trade, including 
such varied data as emerging market equities, indus-
trial commodity prices and manufacturing con�-
dence, point to a pace of trade growth in early 2017 
that has not been seen in four years. Improving 
demand and industrial output, which is evident in 
both emerging and developed economies, should 
help revive global trade �ows, and lend support to 
trade dependent countries following the worst 
�ve-year period for global exports since the early 
1980’s. 

Euro-zone
Factories in the euro-zone enjoyed a bumper month in 
March, reporting their highest levels of activity since 
2011. More than 1 million workers found jobs during 
the past year in the 19-member currency block, push-
ing the unemployment rate to the lowest in eight 
years. Factories in Italy were at their busiest in six 
years. The euro-zone’s improving economic data point 
to a cautious recovery from years of �nancial crisis, 
amidst an uncertain political mood during a year of 
key elections. France’s presidential elections will take 
place later in April. Germany holds its federal election 
in September. Germany’s unemployment rate, 
currently at 3.9%, is at its lowest since the country’s 
reuni�cation in 1990.

The euro-zone’s job market recovery is advancing and 
2017 has started on a strong note. Stubbornly high 
unemployment has been a scourge of the euro-zone 
economy since the currency block was engulfed by its 
sovereign debt crisis in 2010, peaking at 12.1% in 
2013. With growth picking-up and looser credit condi-
tions there has been a steady improvement in the 
labor market over the past two years after the Europe-
an Central Bank cut interest rates to record lows and 
began its huge euro-bond buying economic stimulus 
program. The ECB has celebrated the creation of some 
4 million jobs over the past three years as one of the 
best indicators of the success of the central bank’s 
policies. ECB projections show the euro-zone unem-
ployment rate falling to 8.9% by 2018 and to 8.4% in 
2019.  We note that regional unemployment could still 
fall faster than expected in the coming months as 
business surveys point to rising hiring expectations in 
the industrial and service sectors. Unemployment is 
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usually a lagging indicator of developments in the 
wider economy.

Emphasizing the brighter outlook in some of the 
block’s most troubled economies, the Bank of Spain 
upgraded its forecast for Spanish growth over the 
next three years, citing demand for labor and interna-
tional trade which are both recovering. Spain’s econo-
my is forecast to grow by 2.8% in 2017 (up from 2.5% 
previously forecasted). In Italy, the unemployment 
rate fell from 11.8% to 11.4% its lowest level in a year. 
Economies such as Spain have been under pressure 
to revamp their labor markets over the past �ve years, 
making it easier for �rms to hire and �re workers and 
to move towards a more �exible workforce. 

Falling unemployment will be crucial in supporting 
further euro-zone growth, because higher in�ation is 
expected to eat into disposable incomes as wages 
rise only slowly. Annual growth in wages grew at 1.6% 
in the last quarter of 2016, half its pre-crisis rate. The 
ECB is expected to maintain its ultra-loose monetary 
policy until economic recovery is much more �rmly 
established and annual in�ation is consistently closer 
to the central bank’s target of 2%. In�ation reached 
2% in February but fell to 1.5% in March. The recovery 
still doesn’t seem to be putting much upward pres-
sure on in�ation, so the ECB should be able to carry 
out planned asset purchases and keep interest rates 
on hold for the foreseeable future.

China
China’s o�cial manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ 
Index (PMI) edged up to 51.8 from 51.6 as factory 
activity hit a near �ve-year high in March. Ongoing 
government stimulus spending and rising prices for 
factory goods have helped to bolster this, the world’s 
second-largest economy. The March PMI reading was 

slightly above expectations and has remained above 
the 50 mark separating expansion from contraction 
for eight straight months.

Gauges for new orders, exports and production all 
rose in March, while the index for raw material inven-
tory edged down - all signs of vitality in the manufac-
turing sector. Meanwhile, China’s non-manufacturing 
PMI also rose to 55.1 in March, a near three-year high. 
These numbers point to modest momentum in 
year-over-year increases in new orders and price 
indexes. O�cial projections are for �rst quarter 2017 
growth of 6.8% (matching the numbers for the fourth 
quarter). High-tech manufacturing continued to 
expand and some traditional manufacturers showed 
a turn around, although many companies still face 
problems obtaining relatively low-cost �nancing.  

A rise in prices for industrial goods and improving 
global demand are reasons contributing to the 
improved readings, the highest levels since April 
2012. Gauges of factory output in the U.S., Europe and 
South Korea have all come in higher in recent months.  
China’s economy, which has  been steadily drifting 
downward for years, stabilized in the middle of last 
year, buoyed by government spending on infrastruc-
ture and a credit-fueled real estate boom.

Some caution is appropriate however as some of the 
main drivers behind the pick-up in activity are 
topping out: Global commodity price increases are 
losing steam, inventory in China is starting to outpace 
demand and real estate sales are under pressure in 
major Chinese cities as the government imposes 
purchase restrictions. China also has signaled its 
intention to tighten monetary policy and contain 
rapid growth in debt in 2017. The current growth 
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Germany’s unemployment rate, currently 
at 3.9%, is at its lowest since the country’s 
reuni�cation in 1990.

Gauges for new orders, exports and pro-
duction all rose in March, while the index 
for raw material inventory edged down - 
all signs of vitality in the manufacturing 
sector. 
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uptick has run counter to China’s e�orts to pare 
excess industrial capacity and tighten credit. This 
underscores the di�culty of managing economic 
policy in a state-led economy where pricing signals 
are often blurred and debt-laden state companies are 
propped up to safeguard against  social instability.  An 
independent survey of 2,000 Chinese companies 
recently released found that even as production has 
expanded, private investment remains sluggish and 
overcapacity is at a historical high despite an estimat-
ed 5.5 million industrial jobs lost last year.

Earnings in China’s industrial sector surged 31.5% in 
the January to February period  from a year earlier, 
growing at a pace unseen in over seven years. That 
has extended a lifeline to state-owned �rms, whose 
income rose 40.3% in the �rst two months of 2017, 
especially in the oil and steel sectors. The consensus is 
that the Chinese government is unlikely to sharply 
increase infrastructure spending this year given its 
concern over �nancial stresses and rising debt in an 
important political year. The Communist Party 
Congress, held every 5 years to appoint top leaders, is 
likely to have a dampening e�ect on earnings this 
year. China’s total non�nancial-sector debt was 277% 
of GDP at the end of 2016, including corporate debt at 
164% of GDP. Meanwhile, China’s currency has risen 
against the U.S. dollar since 2015 (and has strength-
ened by 1% so far in 2017), following the central 
bank’s intervention in the foreign exchange markets. 
This suggests that Chinese costs of production and 
relative pricing of its goods are more likely to increase 
or remain within current trading ranges over the next 
year. 

Separately, China was the top foreign buyer of U.S. 
crude in February, according to data that show the 
growing interdependence of the world’s big ener-
gy-consuming nations at a time of heightened 
geopolitical tensions. Chinese exports and invest-
ment in the U.S. combined with new global oil trends 
and robust bilateral agricultural trade signal the 
growing importance of raw materials in a relationship 
previously dominated by U.S. investment in Chinese 
manufacturing and American consumption of 

Chinese made goods. China has also purchased spot 
cargos of U.S. lique�ed natural gas, another export 
made possible by the shale revolution. The rise of 
crude oil exports strengthens the U.S. position as a 
commodities exporter. The U.S. exports approximate-
ly $20 billion a year in agricultural crops to China. 
Meanwhile, U.S. services exports to China take the top 
spot in bilateral trade, at more than $45 billion per 
year. 

Kazakhstan

The National Bank of Kazakhstan (NBK the central 
bank) reported that the country attracted record 
levels of foreign direct investment in 2016. A total of 
$14.4 billion in net in�ows of FDI was received for the 
year. This compares with the previous record of $13.1 
billion in FDI achieved in 2008. The 2016 FDI in�ows 
are estimated to have covered over 35% of the broad 
�nancing requirements in 2016. The high FDI in�ows 
were striking given the low commodity price environ-
ment and Kazakhstan’s weaker growth outlook. In 
order to attract investment in recent years, the 
government has taken a number of measures to 
improve the business climate. The terms of Kazakh-
stan’s accession to the World Trade Organization in 
2015 provided greater market access to foreign inves-
tors, and relaxed burdensome “local content” require-
ments on businesses. In 2014 the government intro-
duced a package of incentives to attract investment 
into non-extractive sectors in order to promote 
economic diversi�cation.

The perks, o�ered to investors putting at least $20 
million into projects outside the extractive industries, 
include exemptions from corporate and land taxes for 
ten years and from property tax for eight years; a 
ten-year tax stability and exemptions from VAT and 

A total of $14.4 billion in net in�ows of FDI 
was received for the year. This compares 
with the previous record of $13.1 billion in 
FDI achieved in 2008. 
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Chinese companies using Chinese labor 
are not always welcomed with open arms, 
and the �ooding of Chinese goods and 
exports likewise can become a source of 
local disgruntlement and resentment, ...
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excise duties; and an investment subsidy in the form 
of reimbursement of 30% of capital expenses once a 
project is commissioned. The government has also 
gradually liberalized Kazakhstan’s visa regime in a bid 
to improve the investment climate. In January 2017 it 
introduced visa-free travel for citizens of all member 
states of the OECD, which Kazakhstan aspires to join.

There are indications that planning for an eventual 
transition of power from President Nazarbayev is 
under way. However, when and how a presidential 
succession will play out remains unclear. The consen-
sus forecast is that Mr. Nazarbayev will remain in 
power until at least 2020, when his current term ends. 
However, the risks to this forecast have risen. It is 
believed that the country’s elite will reach broad 
consensus on a succession strategy, but increased 
and more factional in-�ghting remains a risk. Orga-
nized opposition to the regime remains relatively 
weak, and the potential for mass political unrest is 
low. However, subdued economic performance in the 
coming years would undermine support for the 
government. Kazakhstan will continue to pursue a 
multi-pronged foreign policy, balancing Russia, China 
and the West. Russia will remain the primary regional 
security actor, and China will have a growing role in 
the economy.

Mining investment under China’s “One Belt One 
Road” expansion initiative focuses mainly on Central 
Asian states such as Kazakhstan, where rich deposits 
of copper, gold and uranium will attract investors as 
commodity prices improve. Nevertheless geopolitical 
risks, the slower Chinese economy and a drawn out 
evolution of needed transport networks could keep 
the pace of investment at bay. China’s so called “One 
Belt One Road” vision aim to create transport corri-
dors linking China and Europe which would in turn 
expand China’s economic and geopolitical in�uence 
across the region. Countries in Central Asia will 
emerge as the largest mining bene�ciaries of this 
initiative over the coming years. Central Asian coun-
tries are increasingly open to development projects 
funded by China including infrastructure, construc-
tion, energy and mining industries.

Kazakhstan will remain a signi�cant focus for Chinese 
mining agreements and joint projects as the initiative 
develops over the coming years. Chinese investors are 
drawn to Kazakhstan especially because it has 
relatively open foreign investment rules and its 
eastern and northern borders have high grades of 
untapped copper deposits, which are technically easy 
to exploit. In addition, Kazakhstan is the world’s 
largest uranium producer. As an example of China’s 
interest in the country, in mid-2016 the Silk Road Gold 
Fund in conjunction with China National Gold Com-
pany led the bidding for a European owned gold 
mine in Kazakhstan, along with other Chinese inter-
ests.

 

Infrastructure expansions in the Central Asian region 
will boost demand for steel, aluminum, iron ore, 
copper, nickel and zinc over the next few years. In 
November 2013, a new cargo train route was inaugu-
rated, linking China’s northeast with the Kazakh city 
of Almaty. This is in view of a future expansion to link 
China and Europe via Kazakhstan and Russia. Other 
than boosting demand for metals, transport infra-
structure expansions will also increase accessibility  
and deliverability of commodities to and from China.

Geopolitical tensions within Central Asia will continue 
to cloud the success of the “One Belt One Road” initia-
tive. This is because most of the land route for this 
initiative passes through countries that are politically 
unstable or are at great risk of upheaval over the 
coming decades. Risks include regional political and 
social instability, such as border clashes between 
Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan; the Kyrgyz ethnic violence; 
and increasing resource nationalism. Furthermore, 
Chinese companies using Chinese labor are not 
always welcomed with open arms, and the �ooding 
of Chinese goods and exports likewise can become a 
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source of local disgruntlement and resentment, as 
shown by violent clashes between workers at Chinese 
state-owned enterprises and the local populations at 
the Aktogray copper mines in Kazakhstan in 2015. The 
share of the oil and gas sector owned by Chinese 
companies in Kazakhstan is also an area of popular 
controversy. Should the scale of popular protest 
increase, the authorities could adopt a more national-
ist agenda in order to de�ect popular anger. The 
government estimates that the economy grew by 1% 
in 2016 and projects only a slight improvement in 
2017.

Argentina
Argentina is projected to experience a solid economic 
rebound in the coming quarters, driven by invest-
ment and exports. GDP growth of 3.1% is now 
projected for 2017, following an economic contrac-
tion of 2.1% recorded last year. Over the next two 
years, investment is expected to grow rapidly as a 
result of an improving business environment, includ-
ing renewed access to foreign capital and imports, 
looser regulations and a more stable domestic �nan-
cial system.

The Argentine peso appears to have hit bottom and is 
set to gradually appreciate over the coming months. 
Strong export growth driven by rising agricultural 
production, improving terms of trade and robust 
capital in�ows will buoy demand for the peso. The 
average exchange rate for the currency during the 
�rst two months of the year was 15.77:U.S.$1. The 
projection is for the unit to strengthen to 15.27:U.S.$1 
during the �rst half of this year and to 14:20:US$1 by 
year-end. The Argentine peso has consistently 
outperformed consensus expectations over the past 
year.

As Argentina’s economic rebound takes 
hold over the coming months, decelerat-
ing in�ation and attractive real interest 
rates will support robust capital in�ows. 

Strong export growth driven by rising 
agricultural production, improving terms 
of trade and robust capital in�ows will 
buoy demand for the peso. 
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Forecasters are particularly positive on agriculture, 
infrastructure and oil production. After more than a 
decade of restricted access to capital, these sectors 
face a pent-up demand and strong project pipelines 
that will leverage foreign and repatriated capital to 
expand capacity. Improvements in the business envi-
ronment are already feeding through to strengthen-
ing industrial production. Industrial capacity utiliza-
tion rose from 62.9% in January 2016 to 68.4% in 
November, the latest data available. Overall produc-
tion has bottomed out and the turnaround to growth 
has begun. Speci�cally, auto production has surged, 
expanding 50.5% y-o-y in January 2017, as producers 
expanded operations to meet rising demand. 

Over the next six months exports are projected to 
grow strongly, led particularly by wheat and corn 
production. Following the elimination of export taxes 
on these grains the government of President Macri 
prompted farmers to increase the acreage for each 
over the past year. This has lifted estimates amid a 
growing consensus that the recently completed 
wheat harvest set a record high as these grains begin 
to make it to market over the coming weeks. Argen-
tine exports are projected to grow by 13% in 2017. 
Prices for key exports including soybean, wheat and 
corn are expected to rise over the course of the year. 
Meanwhile, oil prices are expected to trade within 
their current range over the coming months. Oil 
accounted for 11% of Argentine imports in 2016. 

Capital in�ows are also set to rise. Decelerating in�a-
tion, more credible monetary policy and improving 
access to Argentine �nancial markets have bolstered 
investor sentiment and lay the basis for increased 
in�ows. Following a relaxation of capital restrictions in 
January, it is expected that Argentina will see its classi-
�cation improve later this year to that of ‘emerging 
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market’ from its current status as a ‘frontier market’. 
This would open the country’s assets to billions of 
dollars of institutional investment. As Argentina’s 
economic rebound takes hold over the coming 
months, decelerating in�ation and attractive real 
interest rates will support robust capital in�ows. 

A signi�cant amount of investment in�ows will 
support the expansion of export-oriented industries, 
such as mining and autos. As a result, Argentina’s 
export base will grow, supporting a gradual apprecia-
tion of the peso over the coming years. Critically, the 
peso’s real e�ective exchange rate remains at histori-
cally low levels. This suggests that modest apprecia-
tion is unlikely to undermine the unit’s competitive-
ness.   

It is worth noting that Argentina remains exposed to 
downside risks. Given that growth is set to be driven 
largely by external investment and exports, a 
substantial shift in global market conditions could 
jeopardize the growth outlook. Because Argentina is 
particularly tied to China and Brazil via trade, weaker 
than expected growth in either market could weigh 
negatively on Argentina’s prospects.

FCIA’s Deals Of the Month

Bank’s A/R Purchase Policy: $38,000,000 limit of 
liability on Bank’s Purchase of Receivables in the 
domestic industrial equipment sector.

Single Buyer Policy: $14,000,000 limit of liability 
on corporate single buyer risk in the domestic 
auto sector.
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What is Trade Credit Insurance?

If you are a company selling products or services on credit 
terms, or a �nancial institution �nancing those sales, you are 
providing trade credit. When you provide trade credit, 
non-payment by your buyer or borrower is always a possibility. 
FCIA's Trade Credit Insurance products protect you against loss 
resulting from that non-payment.


